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Biography
Vinal De Lovin was born in Colmar, France in 1996.  He was an only child, and he studied 
at the small private school St. Jean. Growing up in a small town with a small family 
triggered his creativity to run wild.  He was extremely observant, and loved to imagine the 
backstories behind little things that he would see around town.  Over time, he grew more 
and more fascinated with the stories that personal belongings told.  Instead of going to 
university, he decided to live the life of an artist.  He used documentary art as an outlet to 
express others’ individuality.  With his work, he created a personal portrait of his subject.  
However, his art sparked controversy as his subjects were never aware of their “Personal 
Portraits”.  De Lovin was often caught sneaking into homes and airbnb’s of tourists, 
snapping photos of their personal spaces for the sake of art.  He felt doing so gave his art a 
greater sense of intimacy, and that his process was simply part of the concept.  His work 
has gained the attention of small artists around the world, and De Loving maintains his 
small cult following.



De Lovin: Behind the Scenes



Curator’s Statement
Vinal De Lovin has an extremely perceptive and unique take on an individual’s 
persona and how they define themselves. Through his work he explores the 
myriad of ways people express themselves in their personal environment, and 
brings to his audience a reflection of this where he shows us how people leave 
imprints of themselves in their beds. In his work, the viewer is prompted to 
question notions of race, gender, stereotypes, desires etc and how they shape an 
individual’s persona. This exhibition focuses on a body of collages exploring an 
individual’s self-perception and how their personal space is a manifestation of 
their self-portrait. 



Recent Works

In-bed, 2018
Fabric/bed sheets on small canvas, 

personal belongings

Imbed, 2018
Fabric/bed sheets on small canvas
Real bed, personal belongings



Creases, 2015
Digital Media
10 x 12 inches

Gravity, 2016
Fabric, Posters and Digital Media

10 x 10 inches



Imprint, 2018
Digital Media

17.5 x 16 inches

Spirals, 2018
Digital Media
16 x 43 inches



Spirals 2, 2018
Digital Media
29 x 27 inches

Spirals 3, 2018
Digital Media
39 x 31 inches



List of Works
- Imbed
- In-bed
- Creases
- Gravity
- Imprint
- Spirals
- Spirals 2
- Spirals 3



MOO Proposal: “Personal Portraits” A Look on Intimacy
De Lovin dives deep into his intrigue of the personal to push the 
boundaries of intimacy in his upcoming “Personal Portraits”. 
The “portraits” are personas portrayed through collections of 
personal possessions, together telling a story about the owner. 

This collection expands upon his previous mixed media works 
of stretched fabrics and paper collage, but emphasizes the 
personal with his use of a real bed and real spaces as the 
background in place of structured canvas. 

These collections started off as documentarian-style artworks, 
taken, but transgresses reality as he recreates lived-in spaces of 
personas and characters. This curation would mark a 
monumental transition from French cult fascination to 
widespread, global, audience.

WORKS

❖ Addict
❖ Eccentricity
❖ Apres Parc
❖ Cirque
❖ Aftermath
❖ Gurou
❖ Jouer
❖ L’automne
❖ ‘Netflix et Chill’
❖ Peintre
❖ Utilitaire
❖ Voyage



Addict
Queen Sized Bed

Motel- 16th Arrondissement 
Paris



Eccentricity
Twin Bed

Air Bnb- Montreal



Apres Parc
Double Bed

5th Arrondissement Paris



Cirque
King Bed
London



Aftermath
Queen Bed

Anonymous Home, Paris



Peintre
Queen Bed

Nice, France



Gurou
Queen Bed

Moulin Rouge, Paris



Jouer
Twin Bed

Senlis, France



l’automne
Single bed

Seville, Spain



‘Netflix et Chill’
Queen Bed

Paris



Voyage
Standard Double

Aeroport Charles de Gaulle 



Utilitaire
Standard Double
Home in Provins


